
         Purdue May 26 [18]86_ 
        6 P.M 
My own darling Effie 
 I meant to have written to you at 4:30 and to have a letter all ready by this time but I 
went over to the mechanical shop after dinner to do a certain thing and it kept me busy all the 
afternoon and now I am going to be straightened for time for this letter.  I must mail the one I 
wrote this morning tonight for I want to have you get it on Saturday sure.  Then I will mail this 
at the same time.  Darling I meant to answer your letter more fully this morning but I got 
writing on that other subject and couldn’t seem to leave it.  It worries me a very good deal & I 
think of it more than is comfortable but I can’t seem to get away from it.  I mustn’t however 
write more on it at present.  As to the invitations, I think we may as well omit the seminary 
people entirely in them but send them announcements.  Buttz absence will make it settled 
about his marrying us.  As for the minister we can talk that over when we are together.  I rather 
guess I will ask Dotterer but will talk it over first with you.  Clark would do it in nice style & I 
have thought some of him.  I think he would perhaps suit the audience better than Dotterer & 
perhaps we shall decide upon him.  He is a fine elocutionist & we could count on his doing the 
thing with the proper empressment no[,] that wont do & eclat wont do but I mean put in the 
proper effect on the prayers promise etc.  But we can fix this better when we can talk it over.  I 
don’t know that I can write you just what I mean.  Of course I dont mean that we want the 
ceremony part all show or any thing of that sort but I think we shall need to have that side well 
attended to_  As for Hardy[,] Darling[,] he was married at Middletown while I was a student 
there & he was kind enough to invite me to the wedding and I attended.  He lives way up in 
New Hampshire and I havent the remotest idea that he will come.  If he did it would be hard 
luck for the crowd at large, for he is a genuine Yankee & I imagine he would be almost as funny 
there as Mr Northrup whom you remember you met on the boat last Summer.  He is fully equal 
in point of personal hideosity__  But I feel sure he won’t be there so don’t begin to feel any 
alarm.  You know Darling I told you my friends were some of them not quite the handsomest 
persons alive__  I think that either of these would about spoil the occasion for you but I am 
used to them & should actually enjoy their being there but more especially N[orthrup]__  There 
isn’t however the remotest chance that either will be there.  Darling I am not at all sure that I 
shall enjoy the excitement of preparations but I shall not see much of it.  I imagine that the 
excitement will be about over before I get home_  I mean the excitement of Dressmaking __  It 
is a mystery to me.  The whole thing is an utter mystery to me.  I don’t know what is exciting 
about it or why there need be such a tremendous fuss & rumpus.  If I could only be on the spot I 
presume I could understand but that being impossible of course I shall have to wait until I get 
nearer.  I presume I am an innocent cuss but I can’t see what is to happen that requires such a 
flurry.  I don’t feel any need of any flurry on my part and that is the reason.  To me the matter 
seems all right and all steady & regular.  I shall someday go to a large party with you & we shall 



there make a promise to always live together & be good to each other _  Then we shall be 
married but I presume we shall be much the same sort of character after as before & live much 
the same as we have heretofore[,] only we shall live together all the time & be far happier than 
we have ever been before_  If we were rich we should go to Europe or some place for a 
wedding journey and being poor we shall not go.  I expect to go right on studying just as I am 
doing now[,] probably not quite as many hours a day as I am now but a good deal[,] & in term 
time to work about as usual only not as much but better work in less time__  Perhaps Darling I 
am off & ought to feel as if I were going to undergo some great transformation but I simply 
dont_  I suppose that since excitement is infectious I should feel differently if at home now but 
at this distance I am afraid I don’t understand it___  But I have never been in the preparations 
for a wedding so how can I be expected to be excited over it as you are.  I want it to be a big 
success & will do every thing & any thing to make it so and when I get home you can call on me 
for any help & be sure of getting it, so you mustn’t think I lack interest.  I like you to write me all 
about it & keep me posted on what is doing & planning.  I am interested in it all and only wish I 
was where I could know more about it.  Darling I am very glad to hear such good accounts from 
Madison.  It is very cheering to hear that the family is getting more harmonious.  I should be so 
glad to feel that there was complete harmony but I fear it will never be and doubt almost of it 
and with such a preponderance of ladies to the number of gentlemen.  Darling here is Golden 
and I must close & we will walk over to the city to mail this__  I send you a great deal of love[,] 
far more than I can put on paper and lots of kisses  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ 

Your own loving 
Harry___ 


